Activity Analysis
Armstrong Laing’s Enterprise Performance Optimisation suite is an integrated suite of web-based
applications that help organisations better manage their resources and become more responsive
to change. Activity Analysis is one such application.

Activity Analysis uses ALG’s proven ABC calculation
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automatic alerts to users and their managers when
deadlines are missed, helping managers to concentrate
on results rather than on the process.

State of the art user interface
User-friendly interfaces designed using the familiar
Microsoft Windows  and Office  look and feel means
that users quickly learn how to build models and
reports.
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functionality allow users to analyse data in multiple
dimensions with automatic in-built summarisation.
Using the latest relational on-line analytical processing
(ROLAP) technology, Activity Analysis allows users to
slice and dice, drill down and analyse data in any way
they wish incorporating dynamic graphs and charts
quickly and easily.

Quick creation of personalised templates is achieved
using drag and drop ROLAP technologies so that
builders can quickly define workbooks and data entry
screens that the system personalises according to the
responsibilities of the individual user.
International languages are handled easily within an
enterprise-wide system; enabling users to dynamically
change languages and see them applied in real-time.
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technologies. This implementation is not limited to
shipping data back and forth, but actually allows
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desktop. Any data updates are immediately available
to all other users, both conventional and Web-based,

Enterprise Performance Optimisation Suite

and the same built-in security features apply in both
environments.

Other applications that run on the EPO suite include:

Multi-dimensionality in Activity Analysis
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Activity Analysis has multiple cost object dimensions,
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Predictive Planning – single-click planning,
budgeting and re-forecasting

plus ‘Versions’, and ‘Periods’ allowing users to view
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Performance Management – strategic
implementation and operational monitoring
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combination of specific or consolidated periods. It also

Process Simulation – modelling and
optimising processes

provides variance analysis capability.
With all the performance optimisation applications
Activity Analysis utilises ALG’s ABC calculation engine
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